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This information is intended as a guide only. Match and repeat will dictate yardage requirements. All COM’s will be cut and applied 
at Bernhardt’s discretion unless special cutting instructions are included in writing with the order. The standard application of COM 
is with the face side of the fabric to the inside of the roll. 

If fabric is of similar weave on both sides, face side should be marked. While fabrics are inspected for mill imperfections, 
some are difficult to recognize. Any obvious defects are questioned, however Bernhardt cannot be held responsible for 
defects, color inaccuracies or other flaws. Once COM is processed, Bernhardt assumes no responsibility for its overall 
appearance, flammability, normal durability, colorfastness or any other quality after upholstered on a Bernhardt frame.

NOTE: Unless specific cutting instructions are clearly stated on your order, Bernhardt reserves the right to use its best 
judgement concerning application of your fabric.
 
California Certification: All COM fabrics for orders being shipped to California must be accompanied by certification of 
compliance with the California Upholstery Furniture Flammability Regulations: Class 1 requirements of the U.S. Department 
of Commerce Commercial Standards 191-53. Bernhardt will use internal materials which comply with these regulations in the 
production of items for shipment to California. All COM fabric should meet UFAC requirements.

Proper identification of your fabric is extremely important. If Bernhardt cannot identify your fabric, your order cannot be 
processed. Please use the COM order form when submitting a COM order. To avoid delays in processing your order, make 
certain the following information is provided with the shipment of your fabric.

COM Disclaimer:
Certain federal, state and local laws and regulations restrict the use of some fabrics based on environmental and/
or safety considerations, for example, flammability standards and the restriction on the use of flame retardant 
chemicals. Your submission of a COM order is a representation that the COM fabrics being submitted are in full 
compliance with all current environmental and safety laws and regulations. The responsibility for ensuring the 
applicability of any COM rests solely with the dealer. 

Bernhardt is not responsible for any unclaimed COM 30 days after shipment of Bernhardt acknowledged order. It 
is the responsibility of the dealer to request the return of any excess COM on the initial order.

COM Yardage Requirements:
Specified with each item in this price list are the yardage requirements for plain fabrics 54" in width. These yardage amounts are 
based on fabrics which will cut Railroaded. These yardage amounts are to be used as a guide only. There will be some cases, due 
to unusual repeats or design of the fabric, when additional yardage will be required. In order to determine the amount of yardage 
required for production, please refer to the table below.

For fabrics with unusual layouts or specific cutting instructions, a full width repeat sample must be sent to Bernhardt’s COM 
Department for yardage quote. Application of fabric, including placement of seams and choice of face side, will be determined 
by the factory unless specifically indicated on your order. To ensure correct application of the fabric, Bernhardt requires that a  
sample of the fabric be included with the COM order form. Bernhardt specifically disclaims responsibility for the tailoring of COM  
fabrics, particularly those which are transparent, stretch easily and are loosely woven.

1. Name of fabric.
2.  Pattern name or number, description and color.
3.  In cases of striped fabric, specify whether the stripe is to  
 be applied vertically or horizontally on the item.

4. Sample of fabric properly marked face side and any 
 special application instructions.
5. Specify fabric to be cut “Railroad” or “Up the Roll.”

54"

50" - 53"

45" - 49"

36"

Price List Ydg.

+10%

+25%

+60%

Price List Ydg.

+25%

+30%

+65%

+10%

+25%

+30%

+65%

+20%

+35%

+40%

+80%

+25%

+40%

+45%

+90%

+30%

+45%

+50%

+100%

+40%

+50%

+55%

+105%

Fabric
Width

Plain
railroad

Plain
UP the roll

Pattern rePeat
 2"- 6"  7"- 14" 15"- 20" 21"- 27" over 27"

Up the Roll Railroad
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FABRIC/TRIM INFORMATION

Fabric/Trim # and Description: ____________________________________________________________

Fabric Source, Address-Phone #: __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

P.O. # (Fabric): ______________________________________ # Yards or Sq. Feet: ________________

Fabric/Trim to be Applied to: _____________________________________________________________

Fabric Direction:  Up the Roll ___________________________ Railroad __________________________

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................

SWATCH

FABRIC/TRIM INFORMATION

Fabric/Trim # and Description: ____________________________________________________________

Fabric Source, Address-Phone #: __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

P.O. # (Fabric): ______________________________________ # Yards or Sq. Feet: ________________

Fabric/Trim to be Applied to: _____________________________________________________________

Fabric Direction:  Up the Roll ___________________________ Railroad __________________________

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................

SWATCH

FABRIC/TRIM INFORMATION

Fabric/Trim # and Description: ____________________________________________________________

Fabric Source, Address-Phone #: __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

P.O. # (Fabric): ______________________________________ # Yards or Sq. Feet: ________________

Fabric/Trim to be Applied to: _____________________________________________________________

Fabric Direction:  Up the Roll ___________________________ Railroad __________________________

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................

o These COM fabrics being submitted are in full compliance with all current environmental and safety laws and regulations.

SWATCH

Copy and attach this form to your purchase order for all COM orders. Copies should also be sent to your fabric 
vendor to be used to tag all fabrics sent as COM. Proper identification of your fabric is extremely important. If we 
cannot identify your fabric, your order cannot be processed. To avoid delay in processing your order, make certain 
the following information is provided with the shipment of your fabric.

It is necessary that all materials being sent to our factory be marked with your company name and order number. Please provide 
the following information on all orders for furniture covered in customer’s own material:

1.  Name of fabric. 
2.  Pattern name or number, description and color.
3.  In cases of striped fabric, specify whether stripe is to  
 be applied vertically or horizontally on the item.

4.  Sample of fabric properly marked face side and any
 special application instructions.
5.  Specify fabric to be cut “Railroad” or “Up the Roll.”

Dealer Name: _________________________________________ Account #: ________________________________________

Dealer Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________

P.O. # (Furniture): _____________________________________ Tag For: __________________________________________

Items: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SHIP COM TO:
BERNHARDT PLANT 5A

1814 MORGANTON BLVD SW
LENOIR, NC 28645

com order Form


